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Volume III
St Kilda
Instrumentation (in order of use)

Janglebelt
Pin chimes
Mark tree
Tam-tam
Five tom-toms (small to large)
Pedal bass drum
Concert bass drum
Three suspended cymbals (small, medium, large)
Two bongos
Voice (amplified)
Pedal Engelhart crasher
Chinese dance drum
Pedal gong
Large bamboo raintree
Frog-mouth cow bells (tuned)
Eight Chinese gongs (untuned - small to large)
Simtak
Three cymbal discs (large, medium, small)
Various metal chimes
Bass kalimba
Steel pan

In order for certain parts of the piece to be physically possible, it may be necessary to have more than one of any particular instrument or set of instruments.

The performer will also require a hands-free radio microphone as vocal sounds form part of the score. Also required is a record/playback facility. Sections of the work are to be recorded and played back. These sections could be pre-recorded on DAT or recorded during performance provided the system used offered instant playback.

No set-up plan is provided allowing the percussionist, choreographer and set designer to collaborate for the best possible results. As this is a dance piece which has been written without the collaboration of a choreographer it is, in effect, a work in progress. The composer acknowledges that such collaboration may result in changes to the score.

Although the rhythms are pretty well fixed, the dynamics of the piece are often left more or less open and will be dependent on the choreography. Dynamic changes, however, will result from the textural changes as more, or less, instruments are used at one time.
Scenario outline

This is a fairy story about the island of St Kilda off the west coast of Scotland. There was once a community on the island but it died in 1930 when the government decided it should be evacuated. The story, some of which is based on documented events from history, is set on the final day of occupation and relies on the premise that the spirits of the island’s past live on in the rock.

Act I

Scene 1 - Awakening

It is almost dawn. As the light increases, a spirit girl emerges from the rock. She prays. She is one of the many spirits from St Kilda’s past who inhabit the rock. She watches as gradually the villagers awake. It is their last day on the island and they are packed and ready to leave. One man appears more hesitant than the others. The spirit cannot be seen but the man senses some presence. The spirit returns to the rock. He is left alone. He has a final, lingering look at the village then kneels in prayer. The light changes. Life emerges from the rock behind him. Spirits join him in prayer. Suddenly he realises he is no longer alone. He sees the spirits. He is frightened and confused; terror-struck when he sees spirits enter and leave the rock. They prevent him from running away. The girl attracts his attention. He is completely lost in her beauty and wants to touch her but the others try to keep them apart. The instant they first touch is frozen. When the freeze breaks the others leave the couple alone. Time is irrelevant.

Scene 2 - Bereavement

The couple are interrupted by a sudden storm. The man is astonished as the spirits begin to re-enact events from the island’s past. A fisherman runs from the shore. The male parliament is summoned. Three men on a fishing boat are in danger. Their wives are told and they pray. Two of
the men are helped ashore exhausted but alive and are reunited with their wives. The villagers mourn the death of the third man as his body is brought ashore. The widow mourns alone but is later comforted by other women.

Scene 3 - Betrothal

There is a period of returning to normal village life. A young man is being prepared for the Love's Stone ceremony. His future bride is brought in to watch. As he climbs the rock, the light changes and the others vanish. He is on the edge of a high cliff. He performs the ritual - balancing on one leg on the edge of the cliff. He returns to ground level and a celebration begins.

Scene 4 - The Couple

The young couple express their love for one another. At one point their forms merge with those of the man and spirit couple.

Act II

Scene 5 - Deception

Village life resumes. Two strangers take the villagers by surprise. The strangers appear agitated and they warn the villagers that a band of robbers is coming to the village. One wise old woman does not believe the strangers. All the villagers, except the woman, gather in the church to pray for their safety. The strangers burn down the church and all inside are killed.

Scene 6 - The Wise Old Woman

A scheduled visit by officials takes place and the two strangers tell them that the villagers died when the church caught fire by accident. But the old woman comes out of hiding and reveals the truth. The men are arrested and taken away. The old woman visits the burnt out church. She summons mystical powers and new villagers emerge from the rock to repopulate the community.
Scene 7 - Tourists

The village is busy. The excitement builds to the arrival of a group of tourists. The tourists mingle with the villagers. Among the visitors there is, for example, a family group, a bird watcher, two student anthropologists, a photographer, and a friendly man with his pompous wife. Eventually, the tourists leave. The villagers celebrate a good day's trading and some mock the tourists in fun. The man and the spirit girl join in the fun but again, as soon as they touch, there is a freeze. When the freeze breaks, the couple are left alone. The re-enactments are over. They are interrupted by someone from the last boat urging the man to hurry up. The spirit had disappeared. The man asks to be left a little longer. As his friend leaves, he kneels in prayer.

Scene 8 - Reawakening

The spirit reappears. They are in torment over a future that seems impossible. If he leaves the island, he must leave her and she cannot go with him. In their agony they merge once more with the spirit couple and at that moment the man realises what he must do. He climbs to the Love’s Stone, performs the clifftop ritual but topples, deliberately, over the edge to his death. The spirits gather as the man’s body is brought in. The Wise Old Woman summons her powers and the man rises as a spirit. All the other spirits re-enter the rock. The couple have a moment alone before they too enter the rock. As they do, the cold grey stone changes colour. It is warm and alive with the spirits of the people of St Kilda.
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THE COLD, GREY STONE CHANGES COLOUR.
IT IS WARM AND ALIVE WITH THE SPIRITS
OF THE PEOPLE OF ST. KILDA.
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